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Coming Events  
by George Beston, Cobourg 

Our season in every region of the country is off to a 
slow start due to the weather. We’ve had snow issues 
in Calgary and Edmonton, and two wet and chilly 
Cruise Night events in Toronto. This isn’t good but it 
just has to change. Many of us who are within 
driving distance of the American AROC convention 
in Frederick, Maryland are making plans to get 
there for both the convention and the Targa Florio 
Tribute Tour. We have the unusual occurrence of 
overlapping great events. 
Ottawa’s Italian Day celebrations starting on June 
18 now include an opportunity to attend a reception 
put on by the Italian Ambassador at his residence in 
Gatineau on June 19. Yes, I know that this is an Alfa 
Club publication, but it’s worth mentioning that one 
of the attractions of this reception is that a new Fiat 
500 will be on display, hopefully just to tease us 
about Alfas that might appear here in the future. 
The annual VARAC vintage festival is on for the 
same weekend that some of us are heading for 
Frederick MD, or Ottawa. This event is always great 
for looking at some terrific vintage cars on the track, 
in the paddock, and especially in the spectators’ 
parking area near turn nine reserved for the likes of 
us! 
Last but by no means least, here’s a plug for the Alfa 
Centenario celebration on July 17 and 18. This is a 
gathering organized jointly between the Toronto 
Club and the Detroit AROC chapter. It’s a great 
opportunity to gather and share the joy with other 
enthusiasts. Of course, the event is open to all ARCC 
members. Events have been set up to accommodate 
those who want to participate on any one day, or on 
both days. The planned tours of Automobile Metal 
Shaping, the Oil Museum and RM restorations are 
individually worth the trip. Add to this the 
hospitality of our hosts, Elio Comello and Pat O’Reily 
and you have the makings of some great memories. 
For further information, or to book your attendance, 
contact Elio at: ecomello@xcelco.on.ca 
 

Canadian Automotive 
Museum Tour  
by George Beston, Cobourg  

Our first Sunday Drive of the season ended at the 
Canadian Automotive Museum in Oshawa. The big 
draw at this location for Alfa Enthusiasts is a 1750 
Gran Sport Zagato Spider that has been on display 
for a number of years. This fine example of a 
sporting 1750 was donated to the Museum by the 
estate of Bud McDougald, a well-respected 
businessman who headed Argus Corporation for a 
number of years. 

 
1750 GS Zagato Engine Compartment. Photo by 
Gord Zimmerman. 

Other evidence of Mr. McDougald’s taste in fine 
automobiles is present in the form of a classic 1926 
Bentley 3 litre, a 1926 Isotta Fraschini Tipo 8A, a 
1927 Hispano Suiza Limousine and a Bugatti Type 
47. The only frustrating aspect of the visit was the 
knowledge that the Museum keeps all of its vehicles 
as static displays, so there will be no opportunity to 
observe any of these fine automobiles in operation. 
As we gathered to discuss where we might share 
lunch, two gentlemen who were visiting the 
museum on their own told us that they were 
employees of the Chrysler plant in Brampton. As 
they took in the variety of Alfas present, they stated 
that at least one Alfa Romeo product is scheduled 
for production in their plant in the near future. The 
evidence is piling up!  



 

Editor’s Note  
by George Beston, Cobourg  

You’ll notice that this issue is much heftier than 
most. The reason for this is that Oliver Collins has 
contributed a substantial diary of his current 
adventures in Europe. I had already asked him to 
do an article on his exploits, but this is an Editor’s 
mother lode. To many of us, Oliver needs no 
introduction. For those who haven’t had the 
occasion to meet him, Oliver is one of the founders 
of the club and carries membership card #1. He has 
been active in the club over the years, taking on 
things like Alfista Editor and National President. 
He has enjoyed many different Alfas including a 
Giulia Sprint SZ Coda Tronca and two different 
6C2500 Pinin Farina Cabriolets. Oliver has 
participated in vintage racing over the years with 
his SZ, an OSCA and currently a Stanguellini 
Formula Junior. His current Alfa which he refers to 
in the article is a 6C 2500 Touring bodied coupe 
that he has owned for four or five years. Many of us 
in the Toronto Chapter have had the pleasure of 
seeing this beauty at our events. Here it is on a 
Sunday drive a few years ago. The only appearance 
features that provide clues to its 1940’s origins are 
the proportions of the wheels and tires. 

 
Photo by George Beston.  

This article is worth reading more than once! If 
you’re like me and not too familiar with the 
Geography of Italy, there are some maps on page 
eleven to help you follow along …  

Adventures in Alfa Country 
by Oliver Collins, Toronto  

It has long been one of my dreams to attend the 
Concorso d’Eleganza at Villa d’Este on Lake Como 
in Northern Italy. It always had the image of 
European sophistication and a magnet for the best 
cars in the world. After having the good fortune to 
display our 1948 Alfa 6C 2500SS, Touring 3 window 
coupe at Pebble Beach in 2005 I couldn’t get my 
mind off Villa D’Este as the one remaining 
Concours that could top that. While reading an 
article on the 2009 Concours, there was mention of 
my good friend Mark Gessler being in attendance 
with his 1950 Abarth 204A. A quick email to Mark 
to find out how he got there was answered that 
night by a phone call from him in Turin. He was 
meeting the next day with the head of the selection 
committee on FIVA business and he asked me to 
send all the details of my car by email. Fortunately 
I had that well organized – photos, history, awards 
– so I got it off to him immediately. He soon sent me 
a note and said they liked my car and I should 
apply for acceptance. This could be done on the 
Concorso d’Eleganza Villa D’Este website: 
http://www.concorsodeleganzavilladeste.com

January to March, 2010 
The first requirement is a FIVA (Federation 
Internationale des Vehicules Anciens) certificate. 
FIVA is an organization that certifies vehicles as 
being authentic and requires documented proof as 
to its history since new. You also need to send 
history, ownership from new, photos, specifications, 
and any modifications from original. Well-known to 
European vintage car owners and required to enter 
any major European event, it is just being 
established in North America. FIVA is to vintage 
vehicles what the FIA is to modern competition 
vehicles. Mark is instrumental in establishing FIVA 
in North America so he asked if I wanted to be the 
FIVA inspector for Ontario. I said sure. It was a 
chance to learn about various cars and meet some 
new people. Mark came up from Baltimore to 
scrutinize my Alfa for a certificate and train me in 
the process. We did 2 other cars while he was here. 
Villa D’Este applications close in mid January for 
each year’s Concours. I applied in November 2009 
and shortly thereafter received a rather deceiving 
letter that welcomed me to the competition. I took 
this to mean I had been accepted and jumped for joy 
… only to find out I had been accepted for the 
competition to be accepted. In other words we were 
in the running, but had not completed the course 
yet. Two days before Christmas we finally received 
the real letter of acceptance so we could jump for joy 
with confidence this time.  

http://www.concorsodeleganzavilladeste.com/


 
Because I was planning to stay in Europe for two 
and a half months and attending various events, I 
had the Alfa checked out by a competent shop. I put 
on new tires and wanted all brakes, belts, hoses, 
ignition, fuel lines, cooling system, carburettors, etc. 
working reliably. While doing this a bad rod bearing 
was discovered. I had this repaired by changing my 
rod bearings from the old babbited type to shell 
bearings! This was an expense and a timing factor I 
hadn’t counted on. The engine work was completed 
only two days before the car was scheduled to ship 
to Europe so there was no time for testing. We 
delayed the shipping a week to run in the engine a 
bit.  

Saturday April 10 
I finally left for Italy after months of spending four 
or five hours per day on the computer booking 
flights, hotels, events, and then cancelling some and 
doing it all again due to changes in plans. I kept 
putting items (driving gloves, maps, spare car parts 
etc) that I didn’t want to forget in a pile in the spare 
room. How will I get all this over there with the 
new luggage restrictions? 
Once I landed, I picked up an ‘89 Fiat from Dorien 
Berteletti’s Dad which was to be my daily transport 
while I was there. It is twenty years old but it has 
only been driven 50,000 km and I don’t believe 
Dorien has ever worked on it so I’m not expecting 
any problems. 
I drove to my first accommodation on Lake 
Maggiore (where Malcolm Campbell recorded his 
first World Water Speed Record in Bluebird in 
1937). There was a nice view across the lake from 
my room and a terrific winding road elevated along 
the lakeside and little traffic. 

Wednesday April 14 
I drove to Como today to see the apartment I rented 
for May. It was quite nice and in a great spot in the 
centre of the historic district with a chocolate shop 
and wine bar below it, an espresso bar across the 
street and a sidewalk cafe (with ice cream and free 
internet) in the piazza 1 block away. No cars, lots of 
cafés etc. – what more could I ask for? I went there 
on small roads rather than the toll road highway 
and it took 2 1/2 hours, but it was a nice leisurely 
drive. I came back at 8 pm so I took the highway 
which was 1/2 hr to get out of Como and then 
another 1/2 hr to get home. 

 
Italian Traffic Jam! All photos by author. 

Some problems arose with getting the Alfa to me by 
this Friday for my first event, a tour of the Asti 
wine region with the Touring Superleggera 
Register. The container was coming by train from 
Genoa to Milan and not arriving until next week 
(because of Italian customs delay) so I had to pay 
another $800 to get it on a truck and have it here 
tomorrow. There’s probably no refund on cancelling 
the train shipping either.  

Friday April 16 
Lucie arrived yesterday and today, after we picked 
up the Alfa at the warehouse terminal, we moved 
on to a Spa hotel near Asti for the Superleggera 
Tour. For those of you not familiar with 
Superleggera (superlight), it is the system patented 
by Carrozzeria Touring whereby they stretched 
aluminum panels over a tube structure to form the 
coachwork body. I believe all Touring coachwork 
cars are built like this. Zagato used a similar 
method. Both these constructors got the idea while 
being involved in aircraft construction in WW1. 
The afternoon was spent on winding roads leading 
to Moncalvo, a stop for a gelato break, a visit to a 
factory that produces hand made wine barrels, then 
dinner at an Osteria in Castell’Alfero. All the 30 
cars were Carrozzeria Touring Superleggera cars 
and were a delight to review. Probably about 60% 
were Alfas. Unfortunately, by the end of the day our 
Alfa would not select first and second gears. 



 

 
Superleggera Wine Tour. 

Saturday April 17 
We were up bright and early and were off by 8:30 to 
an abbey in the country and a fabulous lunch at a 
winery owned by the largest Ferrari dealer in 
Milan. We all had a chance to look at his 20 car 
vintage collection, mostly race cars from the 
Martini-Rossi team. As always, travel was on 
winding country roads but we were in the trusty 
Fiat because the mountain roads would have been 
too hard on the Alfa’s clutch using only 3rd and 4th 
gears. We returned to the hotel by 5:00 pm to relax 
before dinner at 9:00 pm and perhaps enjoy some of 
the spa’s facilities. Not us – we were in the parking 
lot taking the floor boards out of the Alfa to see if 
we could free up what was locking the first two 
gears. After a bit of fiddling with linkage etc. it was 
obvious the transmission needed to come out and be 
taken apart to solve the problem. With the help of 
our friends from AFRA (Alfa Ricambi), Claudio 
Giorgetti, and others, we had the car on a flatbed on 
its way to his shop in Milan to be looked at first 
thing Monday morning. Now I was getting nervous 
about making it to Concorso Villa D’Este on 
Thursday afternoon. We had a nice dinner but my 
mind was not on food! 

Sunday April 18 
Away by 9:00 am, we accepted an offer to drive 
Senora Orietta’s new Volvo instead of the Fiat, as 
she was touring alone while her son and husband 
took their Superleggera Lamborghini. Again a nice 
drive through the countryside visiting a couple of 
old town centres and churches and ending at an 
Agritourist Farm with a winery for our final lunch 
together. We ate in what used to be a wine cellar 
complete with a low arched brick ceiling but 
without the old musty smell. I was seated next to 
the 2 sons of Touring owner and driving force, 
Felice Bianchi Anderloni. This provided some 
pleasant conversation on anecdotes about life with a 
legend as a father. 

 
Lunch with the Anderloni’s.  

We all said our goodbyes and parted after lunch. We 
returned to the hotel where we had planned to 
spend the next few days as a base for further 
exploring of the area, unfortunately not in the Alfa. 

Monday & Tuesday April 19-20 
Each day we had a leisurely breakfast and then set 
off in the Fiat in some direction to drive through the 
stimulating curvy roads that meandered through 
the hills and little villages. On Monday we visited 
some famous wine towns like Barbaresco, Alba, 
Barolo and of course picked up some samples on the 
way. On Tuesday we visited Torino, the home of 
Fiat, and spent the time in the city centre. The 
whole area is full of wonderful grand buildings with 
arched porticos along the fronts. Torino has 14 km 
of porticos, a world record. After dinner in a nice 
piazza we headed back to our hotel near Asti. 

Wednesday April 21 
Early Wednesday morning I got the unfortunate 
call that the car had been seriously damaged while 
in the parking lot at the shop. Someone had backed 
into the Alfa’s door while it was open and bent the 
door back damaging the front edge of the door and 
back part of the fender, and the door wouldn’t close. 
I visualized the worst, as they said it couldn’t be 
fixed before the weekend for Concorso Villa D’Este, 
which meant we probably couldn’t show the car. 
Claudio Giorgetti offered me his newly restored 
6C2500SS Aerlux to take to the Concorso. I said I 
appreciated his offer but I needed my car to be 
there, not me! We quickly checked out of the hotel 
and headed to Milan to find a solution. It wasn’t as 
bad as I had imagined and decided to get the door 
so it would close and take it to Concorso with its 
wound and hoped they would let us in.  



 
The transmission problem was due to the locking 
tabs on a bolt on the main shaft not being bent over 
during some previous maintenance (before I owned 
it) so it loosened, allowing the main shaft to move 
out of alignment. They also discovered that the 
throughout bearing had not enough clearance to 
separate it from the new pressure plate that was 
just installed so the bearing housing had 
disintegrated and was blue from overheating. A 
new bearing was being made and would be ready 
that afternoon. The next morning a body man would 
look at the door and see what he could do to close it. 

Thursday April 22 
As soon as the transmission was back in the car and 
working we went to the body shop. The door 
wouldn't close so this really big guy came out and 
lifted it so it didn't sag and got it almost closed. So 
after a phone call to the Concorso organizers, who 
said to come anyway, we were off to Como with a 
rope holding the door almost closed. The Alfa ran 
great for the 1 hour drive on the Autostrada to 
Como, cruising comfortably along at 120 kph. 
Before we knew it, we were in what many people 
consider ‘paradise on earth’. (George Clooney just 
sold his Villa there… too many paparazzi!). The 
weather was overcast but dry so we decided it was 
good time to finally clean the car and be ready for 
the weekend. Finally we had a relaxing evening 
with good night’s sleep, knowing the Alfa was 
running well and safely tucked away clean in its 
reserved spot in the Villa’s parking garage and we 
had made it! 

Friday April 23 
First thing Friday we had the Alfa inspected by the 
FIVA team to certify it was the same car they had 
previously authenticated. Soon after returning to 
the dry garage it started to rain for the rest of the 
day. It was a relief to know the Alfa was clean and 
dry in the parking garage not needing to go out 
again. 
Because of my new association with FIVA, I spent 
the rest of the day as part of the FIVA inspection 
team reviewing the fifty cars attending the 
Concorso as they had a lot of inspecting to do. 
Friday evening we had a nice dinner and a chance 
to chat with old friends and meet new people.  

Saturday April 24 
The cars had to be on the field by 8:45 am so we 
were up early for breakfast on a bright sunny day 
and down to get the car moving. One of things I love 
about this car is it starts on a slight touch of the 
ignition button. I saw so many cars grinding away 
to get them started, including the ’37 Talbot Lago 
teardrop coupe that won our class and eventually 

was selected as ‘Best of Show’. It wouldn’t start for 
the judging, but that didn’t seem to affect the end 
results, just embarrass the owner. Saturday at the 
Villa D’Este is a private affair not open to the 
public, with only entrants, officials and some guests 
allowed. After several hours on display and judging, 
the cars are paraded one at a time past a judging 
stand where each car’s significance, history etc. is 
described to those present by Simon Kidston, a very 
knowledgeable M.C. Our car was described as 
significant in the design evolution of prewar to 
postwar cars as well as its coachbuilder’s attention 
to detail in various areas. That evening we were 
chauffeured by boat to another grand dinner down 
the lake at the Villa Erba.  

Sunday April 25 
Sunday is the public showing of the cars, so it is 
held at Villa Erba where there is more room for the 
crowds to attend and have the cars spaced apart 
more generously. 

We were told by someone that there was only one 
award per class, not three like Pebble Beach, so we 
knew it was going to the Talbot Lago in our class, 
as it is really should have been in a class of it’s own. 
We were just pleased to be there with the Alfa. 
On Sunday they also do a parade past a judging 
stand and Simon again describes the cars for the 
public as he had done the day before. The only 
difference being that today they presented the class 
awards to the cars while at the podium. At our 
moment of attention on the podium we were 
presented with the 'Silver Medal of Honour' (second 
place) in our class. It was such a big surprise we 
were very thrilled. Later when I mentioned our 
surprise at an award in spite of the wounds on the 
car, one of the judges commented that is was a 
‘Concours d’ Elegance’ and not a ‘Concours d’état’. 
The car is what it is, in spite of any mishaps. 
That night we had the ‘Black Tie’ dinner to 
celebrate and received congratulations from many 
friends, new and old, who knew the traumas we had 
been through.  

Monday April 26 
Bright and early, after many goodbyes, we were off 
to Milan where we would to take the car to be 
repaired by the shop that built the Alfa TZ3 
prototype (which had won the People’s Choice 
Award for concept cars) and then on to Monaco for 
the Historic GP next weekend. 

Tuesday to Friday April 27-30 
We found the friend’s apartment we were using 
after a bit of merry-go-round in Monte Carlo and 
spent the week wandering around getting to know 



 
the place and visiting the paddock Thursday and 
Friday as the cars started to get settled in. 

Saturday May 1 
Today was qualifying for the Historic GP tomorrow. 
Joe Colasacco of New Jersey is in Larry Auriana's 
Alfa powered Dallara (Joe won the Formula Junior 
race in a Stanguellini like ours in 2004, even 
beating the rear-engined Formula Juniors). 
Yesterday I had lunch at La Rascasse on the track 
corner named after it. Then last night Lucie and I 
had dinner at Cafe de Paris, the famous restaurant 
next to the Casino. We were seated beside Bob 
Bondurant, former F1 driver (that pulled Jackie 
Stewart from his fuel filled car at his famous Spa 
accident in 1966) and Le Mans winner. He struck 
up a conversation with us and we chatted all 
evening and heard (not bragging) many stories of 
his racing exploits. He was quite soft spoken but his 
new wife was very outgoing. They had just married 
the week before. You may have heard of the Bob 
Bondurant Racing School in Arizona.  

 
RM Monaco Auction. 

We spent time Friday evening and this afternoon at 
the RM Auction. There was a nice 6C 1750 GS 
supercharged Castagna bodied Alfa that went for 
$700K, but not nice enough to dispose of our Alfa as 
a trade-in. New German friends that we had met at 
Villa D’Este were to have dinner with us but they 
got tied up in post auction negotiations to sell for 
their very special 1937 BMW 328 which hadn’t sold 
in the auction. It went for about 4,500,000 Euros 
($6 million). They also have a ‘32 Alfa 8C 2900 
(worth about $10 million). We didn’t know any of 
this when we met them, they were just a nice couple 
we got along with. 
We're having a great time riding elevators wherever 
we go, as Monte Carlo is full of public elevators 
because it is built on such a hillside. Sometimes 1 
stop is about 12 storeys. (For those of you who don't 
know – I hate elevators, having been stuck in them 
5 times.) 
 

 
RM Monaco Auction. 

 
Monaco GP Paddock. 

Sunday May 2 
Raceday. The buses are working again (yesterday 
was May 1 holiday so it caused a lot of difficulties 
getting around) so we got to the track easily. Races 
started off with the pre-war cars and progressed to 
newer cars ending with 70’s F1 cars. I didn’t 
actually find it very entertaining with no-one racing 
all day that we knew (other then Joe Colasacco). I 
enjoyed the time in the paddock Friday much more. 
I was impressed however with the fellow from 
Britain (although the announcer said he was from 
the USA) who won 2 races in 2 different cars. I was 
really impressed to find out it was his tenth Monte 
Carlo Historic GP victory and he had won two races 
each of the last three years. This is an amateur! 
We ended the day with dinner at a nice restaurant 
we had reserved the previous night. 

Monday May 3 
We were up and out of the apartment in Monte 
Carlo by 10:00 am after doing all the laundry and 
cleaning up the place. We drove to Milan where I 
dropped Lucie off at the airport hotel where she was 
staying the night before leaving for Toronto the 
next day. She called our friend Senora Orietta, 
whom we had met on the wine tour, and went by 



 
subway to meet her. She took Lucie home for dinner 
and then drove her back to the airport hotel after. 

As planned, I hooked up with my friends Ven Fonte 
and his son Nick from Boston who had just picked 
up their OSCA MT4 at the airport. They had it 
entered in the Mille Miglia starting Wednesday so 
we drove the three cars – my borrowed Fiat, the 
OSCA and their Mercedes – to Brescia where we 
left the OSCA and the Fiat. Ven wanted the OSCA 
to stretch its legs before the Mille Miglia so we were 
following him at speed, often over 160 kph. The 
usual two hour trip took about 75 minutes. I didn’t 
know we were going this fast because the Fiat’s 
digital speedometer was out. It said a lot for that 
twenty one year old Fiat. We then traveled on in 
their MB to Bassano de Grappa for a shop visit with 
Francesco Bonfonti. 

 
Monaco Bonfonti Garage. 

The Bonfonti family has been maintaining prewar 
and post war Alfas since the 1940’s. They were 
originally an Alfa dealer but eventually sold that 
and just did work on old Alfas. They have a stock 
pile of parts you wouldn’t believe. For instance, they 
have boxes of hundreds of the Alfa logo discs that go 
in the centres of the wire wheel knock offs. They 
had many excellent rare Alfas in the shop – four 
6C1750’s all with different coachwork, a 6C 2300 
MM, a postwar 6C 2500 and the prewar 6C 2500 
that belonged to Mussolini’s mistress, a 1930 
Lancia Lambda, a GTA, and a couple Alfas from the 
1950’s. These don’t include another 10 cars in the 
back room that I believe were their own. We met 
Dennis and Mike Bigioni from Toronto there as 
well. The Lancia was theirs, in for prep for its 
second MM. A couple of really nice fellows, who 
knew their cars inside out. I had slightly known 
their father Aldo in the early days of VARAC. They 
have an impressive collection and have been having 
their cars serviced at Bonfonti for 25 years. After 
taking pictures of the cars and drooling over Ven’s 
recently acquired Touring bodied ’32 6C 1750, we 
all went to a wonderful old stone village restaurant 
for dinner. The Bonfontis were a very charming 
family. Francesco has run the business since his 
father passed away about 20 yrs ago and has 

managed to keep up and even improve the family 
garage’s reputation. 

Tuesday May 4 
In the morning we were back to the Bonfonti garage 
after breakfast for some last minute issues (new 
brake pads on the front of the MB) then we were off 
to Brescia after another three course lunch. Boy, do 
they eat a lot in Italy! 

Wednesday May 5 
Today is the FIVA inspection of all 375 cars entered 
in the Mille Miglia. This year they have added a 
new category of another 150 late model Ferraris 
that will be in a separate race, starting before the 
vintage cars. There are about 600 applications for 
the 350 vintage spots. To be eligible, cars must be 
made during the period of the original MM (1927- 
1957) and an equivalent model has to have been 
entered in one of the original races. 

 
Mille Miglia Alfa 1900. 

This year for the first time the FIVA inspection was 
done in a large exhibition hall in the Brescia 
suburbs. It was a good thing too as it poured rain 
most of the day. As the Ontario FIVA inspector I 
offered my services to President Horst Bruning if 
they needed help, but they were well prepared as 
expected. It was a good time to photograph cars as 
there wasn’t any crowd other than the entrants and 
some crew. 



 
Thursday May 6 

This morning all the cars leave the exhibition hall 
and go into the centre of Brescia where the crowds 
wait, lining the streets. The cars enter a main 
Piazza and receive a seal, usually around the 
steering column or mirror, indicating they have 
been inspected and approved. At 10:00 am they are 
blessed by a local clergy. The cars then sit on 
display to be admired by the public until 7:30 pm 
when the first car leaves. The Ferraris left at about 
6:00 pm. A new friend, Oriol Villaneuva from 
Barcelona, whom I had met the previous weekend, 
has returned for the MM. We had agreed to hook up 
and watch it together. He publishes an auto 
magazine so he got us both press passes which 
helped get us in behind the barriers (and good 
parking). 
As each car goes over the podium, Simon Kidston 
(yes, the same Simon who announced at the Villa 
D’Este and Monaco) identifies the car and driving 
team, along with significant history, if any. The 
cars move out at three per minute and head for 
Bologna with the first car due in at midnight. Oriol 
and I stayed to watch friends Mark Gessler (‘32 Alfa 
6C1500 Testa Fissa) and the Bigioni Brothers (‘30 
Lancia Lambda) leave in the early group (#s 43, 44) 
and then a long wait until Claudio Giorgetti (‘55 
Giulietta Sprint) and Ven and Nick Fonte (‘54 

OSCA MT4) (#s 218, 290) left. At about 10:30 pm 
we headed off for the 2 hr drive to Bologna. Oriol in 
his new hybrid Mercedes and me in Ven’s Mercedes, 
which he kindly insisted I take instead of the Fiat. 
We arrived just after the first cars (they had gone 
on a 4.5 hour circuitous route) and watched the cars 
arrive in Bologna until 2:30 am. We were concerned 
that Ven and Nick hadn’t appeared yet so I left my 
phone on all night in case I got their distress call. I 
had said I would be available anytime with their 
MB if they needed help.  

Friday May 7 
The next morning we left Ven’s car in Bologna, as 
we were returning that night, and traveled in 
Oriol’s car to Urbino, where the racers were to stop 
for lunch. Their route would take them about five 
and a half hours, but we went by Autostrada in two. 
The cars had left from a different piazza that 
morning than where they had arrived the night 
before, so we couldn’t find them to see them off. The 
press kit was really pathetic as it didn’t give the 
detailed route or information like where they would 
depart from. We still hadn’t seen or heard from Ven 
and Nick although I tried their mobile phone 
several times. 

Mille Miglia: Urbino Lunch Break. 



 

 
Another view of the Urbino Lunch Break. 

Urbino was worth the drive as it was an ancient 
walled town with cafes around the piazza where we 
could watch the cars arrive. Still no Ven and Nick, 
as cars with much higher numbers than them 
arrived. Finally, in they came, both smiling in the 
sunshine that drenched the piazza. The night before 
they had fuel pump problems and had to stop 
periodically and tap it with a hammer. Once in 
Bologna (about ten minutes after we left) they got 
the pump apart and made a new gasket to prevent 
air from getting in, slept about two hours and were 
off again. 
After the Urbino lunch break, Nick noticed the 
battery was dead. They had had generator problems 
earlier in the week. We push started them and 
away they went to Rome. Oriol and I had decided 
not to go on the Rome as it was four hours by 
Autostrada (seven hours for the entrants) and we 
would just get there, sleep and then drive back 6 
hrs to Brescia. We headed back to Bologna for the 
night. 

Saturday May 8 
Oriol had to head back to Barcelona Saturday 
morning because the F1 race was the next day and 
some of his family’s vintage cars (they have 40) 
were being used to parade the drivers around the 
track. I was off in Ven’s MB to find a good photo 
location to catch them coming back from Rome. I 
decided to follow advice from experienced onlookers 
to watch from the Futa and Raticosa passes, about 
one hour away. The two passes are about fifteen km 
apart so I arrived two hours before the cars (after 
an overdue lazy morning) and drove back and forth 
4 times between the passes looking for a winding 
bit of road, no hydro towers or lines in view, and a 
backdrop of the mountains so you would know we 
were high up. This is not so easy, as trees line most 
of the roads blocking the view of the valley, except 
at lookouts that were full of spectators. 

 

 

 
Mille Miglia: Futa Pass. 

I finally found a good spot and perched on a guard 
rail and awaited the cars. The sun disappeared and 
it got cooler, but I had dressed prepared. The 
Ferraris soon came buzzing by along with hoards of 
spectators on motorcycles, minivans, campers, un-
entered Ferraris and other exotica. It was mad!  
These are public roads and are not closed for the 
race so every boy racer can have his go at it, in both 
directions, knowing the police are turning a blind 
eye on it today. The twisty stretch I had found gave 
a good passing opportunity for the racers so there 
were lots of close calls with cars traveling opposite. 
Eventually the Bigioni’s, Claudio and Ven came by, 
but no Mark. His number was 44 and the cars now 
passing were in 300s so I was concerned. Mark and 
his co-driver Luciano (he’s won a MM 6 times) were 
in this to win in Marks ’32 Alfa 6C 1500TF. I called 
Mark on the mobile hoping he would answer (they 
usually can’t hear the phone while on the move) and 
he did. He was at a check point at the Futa pass 
just six km before my location. I waited and waited 
and waited, derriere getting sorer and sorer on this 
guardrail and the cold was finally getting to me 
after four hours of sitting there. After an hour I 
gave up and left. I don’t know what happened to 
them but they did get back to Brescia that night 
and finished second overall! I still don’t understand 
the structure of the timed sections and handicaps 
but they obviously knew what they were doing. 



 

 
Mille Miglia: Alfa – 2nd Place. 

After a thrilling drive out of the mountains with a D 
type Jag in front and a newish Aston Martin behind 
(both not competitors), I found the Autostrada for 
the two and a half hour drive to Brescia. I was 
impressed that the 4 door MB could stick with the 
D type and actually left the Aston behind on the 
twisty mountain roads. You can imagine the fun I 
had in that pursuit! Don’t tell Ven. 
 Back in Brescia the cars started to arrive about 
10:30 pm and crossed the podium until 1:00 am. 
There is an outdoor bar about two hundred metres 
down the road from the podium so a lot of the racers 
pulled over and stopped for a drink. I joined Dennis 
and Mike Bigioni, Francisco Bonfonti, Ven and Nick 
Fonte and others to hear all the tales of adventures 
on the road from the racers who were all high on 
adrenaline. Apparently on the trip to Rome after 
they left Urbino they went over the Terminillo Pass 
and the fog was so thick they couldn’t see the car in 
front and there were two meter snow banks on the 
side of the road. 
Finally about 4:30 am, after standing in the street 
drinking and eating pasta from a frying pan 
provided by the bar owner and with the street 
cleaners nudging everyone to move their cars so 
they could clean the street, we went home to bed. 

Sunday May 9 
A nice day to finally sleep in and check email. The 
awards were at 11:00 am in the Teatro Grande in 
central Brescia. I got in with the press pass but no 
seats were reserved for press so in frustration the 
usher took me down a little hall, unlocked a door 
and said ‘you can sit here’…a private box on the 
first floor just to the left of the stage! The theatre 
was a wonder of its own. It’s one of those grand 
baroque theatres like La Scala in Milan. I was in a 
great spot to photograph Mark and Luciano getting 

their second place awards. After this we went to the 
Mille Miglia Museo for lunch with all the entrants. 
After lunch I reluctantly gave the MB back to Ven 
and returned to my hotel and the Fiat. They were 
taking the OSCA back to Milan for shipping, then 
going to Ven’s house near Pescara before returning 
to Boston. We made plans to visit Ven in Pescara in 
late June after Lucie returns. 

Monday May 10 
Another leisurely start while I got packed and 
headed to Milan to see how my Alfa’s repairs are 
coming along on my way to Como. The repairs are 
all finished, only the door hardware and upholstery 
panel needs to be re-installed. It looks good with 
equal gaps on either side of the door and the colour 
matches perfectly. 
I arrive in Como and get the keys for my apartment, 
move all my luggage in and round up some 
groceries. The Tourist office is closed so I can’t find 
out where to get long term parking. I put the Fiat at 
a meter for the night (no charge overnight). 

Tuesday May 11 
The story gets boring now as the car events are over 
until the end of June. I found a garage today for 
monthly parking (100 Euros) after spending two 
hours visiting five garages. Two others wanted 220 
and 350 Euros ($500) per month! 
Time can now be spent updating this diary and 
editing photos. There is no radio here so I have the 
TV on for company but all that’s on are crazy 
Italian game shows with people yelling and 
screaming. Maybe the silence is better. It poured 
rain all day. So much for sitting in piazza with my 
book (Ayn Rand Bio) and a glass of wine. 
My next report will be after the Alfa Centenary at 
the end of June. 

Happy Motoring!  
Oliver 



 

 

Area of Interest. From Google Maps. 

 

 
Area near Torino. From Google Maps. 

 
 

 

 

Locations: 
A Milano 
B Lake Maggiore 
C Como 
D Asti 
E Moncalvo 
F Castell’Alfero 
G Barbaresco 
H Alba 
I Barolo 
J Torino 
K Monaco 
L Brescia 
M Bassano del Grappa 
N Bologna 
O Urbina 
P Pescara 
 
Passo della Futa and Passa della Raticosa are on 
older roads, roughly parallel to the Autostrada del 
Sol (A1) between Bologna and Firenze. 
 



 

Upcoming ARCC Events 
Toronto Chapter 
Date  Time Event 
April 24 10 am Tech Session 

Pinarello Motori 
May 6 7 pm Cruise Night La Paloma 
May 16 10 am Canadian Automotive 

Museum / Sunday drive  
June 3 7 pm Cruise Night La Paloma 
June 19-20 TBD Vintage Festival/Drive 
June 23-27  AROC Alfa Century 
July 8 7 pm Cruise Night La Paloma 
July 11 TBD Sunday Drive 
July 17-18 TBD Toronto / Detroit 

Rendezvous - Camlachie 
August 5 7 pm Cruise Night La Paloma 
August 8 TBD Sunday Drive 
August 22 TBD Wine Tour or BBQ 
Sept. 2 7 pm Cruise Night La Paloma 
Sept.10-12 TBD Alfas at the Glen 
Sept. 26 TBD Europa Rally 
Oct. 3 TBD Fall Tour 
Oct. 7 TBD Cruise Night La Paloma 
Nov. 2 TBD Director’s Meeting & 

Pub Night - Cam’s Place 
Nov. 27 TBD Holiday Dinner 

That’s Italian 
N.B. – Unofficial cruise nights happen every 
Thursday at La Paloma during the season. 

Ottawa Chapter 
Date  Time Event 
May 8 3:30 

pm 
Where are all the Italian 
Cars? 

May 30 TBD Oxford Mills Car Show 
June18 6 pm Weekend Fest Registration 

– Frank’s 
June 19 10 am 

1 pm 
2 pm 
3 pm 
6 pm 
pm 

Italian Day parade 
registration – Frank’s 
Lunch 
Parade 
Italian Car Show  
Banquet 

Alfa Romeo Club of Edmonton 
Date  Time Event 
April TBD Tech Session - Lionel’s 
May  TBD Spring road trip 
June TBD Rally / Road Trip 
July TBD European Car Meet 

Calgary 
August 3-7 TBD Rock-N-August 
September TBD Fall Road Trip 
October TBD Annual Italian Dinner 
December TBD Christmas tree hunt 

 

Calgary Alfa Marque Society 
Date  Time Event 
May 6 7 pm Cruise Night 
June 3 7 pm Cruise Night 
July 8 7 pm Cruise Night 
July 17 10 am European Classic Car 

Show  
August 5 7 pm Cruise Night 
September 
2 

7 pm Cruise Night 

October 7 6 pm Cruise Night 

Events of General Interest 
• AROC National Convention. Frederick, 

Maryland, June 23-27. 
• Alfa Romeo Centennario. Milano, June, 26-27 
• Ferrari Shell Historic Challenge. Mont 

Tremblant, July 9-11 
• Pittsburgh Vintage GP. July 24-25 
• Vintage Grand Prix. Watkins Glen, Sept. 9-11 

Alfa Romeo Club of Canada 
National Executive 
Read Collacott President (613) 489-3192 

Harry Hamilton Western VP (403) 463-2235 

Tony Adams Eastern VP (416) 222-2406 

Jack Thompson Past President (780) 481-1708 

George Beston Treasurer  (905) 372-3552 

Christine Pickering Secretary (416) 498-6553 
 Messages (416) 499-7129 
 Fax (416) 499-4517 
Regional Contacts 
Don Best Vancouver (604) 939-5056 

Mark Willis Calgary (403) 668-0379 

Chesley Wells Edmonton (403) 963-9199 

Anthony Tersigni Toronto (905) 918-0457 

Jack Livingstone Ottawa (613) 232-6335 

Yves Boulanger Montréal (450) 692-7478 
ARCC Update  
Editor: George Beston 
Telephone: (905) 372-3552 
E-Mail: gbeston@eagle.ca
ARCC On Line 
Our Website: http://www.alfaclub.ca
Webmaster: Adam Di Carlo  
E-Mail: dicarlo_adam@hotmail.com

mailto:gbeston@eagle.ca
http://www.alfaclub.ca/
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